
9/11/2017 Iron Rail Commission Meeting Minutes 
 
Location: Wenham Town Hall, 2nd Floor Conference Room 
 

1. Call to order 
2. Introduce attendees 

IRC: Ted Batchelder Jim Romano 
Audience: None 

3. Approve minutes from previous meetings 
The August meeting minutes were approved. 

4. Status of current projects: 
a. Tree pruning – No update, still waiting for Iron Tree to complete the work 
b. New sign – Jim received a preliminary sketch and price from Bill at Northshore-

Signarama and reviewed it with Ted.  There were a few questions that Jim needs 
to follow up on, and then we can get some additional bids. 

c. Repair of boarded-up windows on Scout Barn – no status change.  Jim still to 
discuss with Bill Tyack.  

d. Work completed/to be done by Scouts: 
i. Albie Dodge Memorial – Blake met the approval contingencies from the 

August meeting (received plan approval from Bill Tyack, determined that 
they would install an edging around the oval, and discussed the tree 
relocation with Win Mulry), and therefore has begun work on completing 
the memorial.  

5. Status of asbestos abatement – the scope and process of the abatement was discussed.  
Jim checked with Peter Lombardi and Bill Tyack on the cost of removing this one section 
of asbestos versus the entire remediation job.  The responses indicated that, per the 
testing company, the rest of the asbestos is located in pipe chases, is not compromised, 
and would therefore be very expensive to remove at this time.  The remaining asbestos 
would need to be remediated when we install a new heating system and are running new 
piping.   

6. Iron Rail field usage by APH – The Wenham Selectmen are looking to the IRC for a 
recommendation regarding the sub-lease to APC for use of the soccer fields.  There was 
some concern expressed to the IRC that the sub-lease rental amount for APH was too 
low.  After discussion, it was determined that the IRC would recommend that the terms 
of the APH sub-lease should remain the same as last year, contingent upon confirmation 
that the rent APH pays is fair and equitable when compared to The Academy and the 
HWYSA (based on field usage or # of players).  It was also decided that the IRC would 
take a closer look at the leases and rental amounts (including rent, maintenance and 
improvements) prior to the Landmark and APH renewals next year.  Jim will 
communicate this decision to Peter Lombardi.  

7. Follow-up items from our last meeting: 
a. Question as to why there are tree removal trucks parked in the parking lot: Jim 

checked with Bill who responded: “The Nelson tree trucks in the parking lot are 
working for National Grid. We have allowed them to park there for the last 5 or 6 
years while they take trees down in Hamilton and Wenham. We have a good 
relationship with NGRID’S arborists and have had some of our tree needs taken 



care of by them which helps us. The trucks would be there until approx.. 
November and I make sure they park to the left side so they don’t interfere with 
tenants parking. I have not had any complaints from anyone yet.  I can tell them 
not to come back if this is a problem, but they are helping us out with tree work 
which I would hate to lose if we kick them out.” 
It was therefore decided to allow the trucks to remain.  

8. Other matters, as may not have been reasonably anticipated by the Chairman (Discussion 
only): 

a. A discussion took place regarding the frustration that some on the Commission 
felt as to the lack of help received from the Boy Scouts in maintaining the 
barn/property, especially when their reduced rent is taken into consideration.  It 
was decided to continue this discussion at the next meeting. 

9. Adjournment 
 
 
 


